SRB Group is one of India’s leading business group whose growth has gone from strength to strength and the company has fast established itself as an honest, hard-working and result-orientated company.

Founded two decade before, SRB has grown to become a global integrated engineering and technology solution provider having its presence in India, Russia, CIS & Eastern Europe Countries with businesses in key industries – Mining, Metallurgy, Railway, Power, Oil & Gas and EPC & Heavy Engineering. The integrated model is well adapted to the challenges of the emerging economies.

At SRB, we partner with bold organizations to deliver products and services that break through the noise. We help our clients rethink their business through a customer experience mindset. We help them navigate the ever changing business landscape and align their organization around what truly matters to customers.

Our management expertise, disciplined approach, sophisticated risk models and responsive client service have earned us a reputation for excellence throughout our industry. We are driven by most efficient team of highly experienced professionals & former chairmen and directors of Public Sector Industries of Government of India.

Great experiences can only happen through great execution. Our team of more than 100 marketing engineers & executives having profound techno-commercial expertise under specialist of Key Principals, account managers of key customer and industry wise Experts for focused approach creates a multi touch point services.

SRB has storage yards, logistics centers, workshops equipped with necessary tools and mechanisms, secures high quality and quick service & team of service engineers with a wide experience- equipped with all necessary tools, service machines, specialized devices for repair works and diagnostics, a network of warehouses & regional offices all around India which helps us to fulfill customers need without delay.

Through an agile and collaborative approach, we craft all pieces of the experience and help our clients orchestrate the complete customer journey.

The result is Frontier Experiences.
URALMASHPLANT

Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant, Russia
SRB is Exclusive channel Partner of Uralmash Plant who began operations in 1933 at Yekaterinburg, Russia. Uralmash plant is the leading heavy machine building company in Russia, manufacturing equipment for Metallurgy, Mining, Oil & Gas industry etc. We offer draglines of 13 standard sizes with bucket capacity from 11 to 100m³ and boom length from 75 to 130m, incl. 6 design versions with reduced unit ground pressure. Electric Rope Shovel (EKG) having bucket capacity from 5 m³ to 30 m³ are intended for mining, transferring ore and dumping open-cast rock to transport vehicles. We also offer a wide range of various-sized cone crushers for primary, secondary, intermediate and tertiary crushing.
Uralmash has 9 No’s of walking dragline in various subsidiries of CIL & 9 No’s of crushers in India including 5 No’s of recent supplies.

Mining Machine Holding Company- ‘Rudgormash’, Russia
SRB is Exclusive channel Partner of Mining Machine Holding Company- ‘Rudgormash’ who is one of the largest specialized enterprises manufacturing and realizing drilling equipment. Company designs and manufactures rotary blast hole drilling rigs with electrical and diesel drive, hole Ø 160-311 mm and depth of drilling 60 m, mine self-propelled cars; car hauling mechanisms; screens; separators; disk feeders; loading and transportation machines, mine suppliers carrier.

Inner Mongolia North Hauler Joint Stock Co., Ltd. China
SRB is channel partner of Inner Mongolia North Hauler Joint Stock Co., Ltd. (NHL) Chinese wing of Terex, headquarters in Rare-Earth Zone, Baotou, Inner Mongolia province of China. Established in 1988, NHL is engaged in manufacturing heavy duty off-highway mining Dump truck between 30MT-330 MT.
- NHL – is no. 1 manufacturer in China with market share over 75% of mining trucks internal market of China.
- NHL is among top 3 world manufacturers of mining trucks in capacity (over 700 per year).
TOTAL MINING SOLUTIONS

EXCAVATOR AND CRUSHING EQUIPMENT

DUMP TRUCK

UNDERGROUND MINING EQUIPMENT

DRILLING EQUIPMENT

MINE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

MINE DEVELOPMENT CUM OPERATION

MINIRALS PREPARATION PLANT

BULK MATERIAL HANDLING PLANT

Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant
Uraltrac, Russia

SRB is channel partner of Uralvagonzavod for the sale of products of the Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, Uraltrac. Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, Uraltrac is one of the leading suppliers of Construction & Mining machinery solutions providing products such as bulldozers, track loaders, pipe layers as well as forestry equipment, diesel engines and engine components. Highly professional designers and engineers resolve the complex tasks of designing, testing and serial production of new machines.

Other Offerings:
Mine Design & Services
SRB is channel partner of some of the leaders in offering services, advanced technologies & equipment to producers of coal and almost all minerals, ferrous and nonferrous sectors:

Major works and services:
Coal Quality & Preparation.
Feasibility Studies.
Preparation Plant Basic and Detailing Design, Supply and Commissioning.
Coal Handling & Coal Washery Plant, Plant Basic and Detail Design, Supply and Commissioning.
Construction of Main and Auxiliary Vertical & Ventilation Shaft, Inclined Shaft & Horizontal Shaft
Design of underground mines with inclined and vertical shafts.
Coal beneficiation/washing.
Other Heavy Earth Moving Machinries
Sales & after-sales services:
• Hydraulic Excavators/ Shovels
• Front End Loaders/ Wheel Loaders
• Bulldozers
• Motor Graders
• Surface Miners
• Man & Transport System for Underground Mines
• Continuous Miners
**ABB INDIA LIMITED, India**

SRB is channel partner of ABB India Limited for their power and automation technologies in Mining Sector for their pan India operations. ABB has 12 manufacturing sites on the subcontinent and one of its seven corporate research centers around the world is based in India.

**ABB in Mining:**

- For Large open-pit mining, we are a leading supplier of electrification, automation, retrofitment (DC to AC), control and drive systems for a full range of mining equipment, including; bucket-wheel and bucket-chain excavators, spreaders, stackers, Reclaimers, crushers, shovels, draglines, belt conveyor systems, and stockpiles.
- ABB is the only provider of complete mine hoists, both mechanical and electrical parts, of all types including friction, single and double drum mine hoists as well as shaft equipment.

**VIST Group Dispatch • Robotics**

VIST Group, Russia

SRB is channel partner of VIST Group. VIST Group has been working in the IT market for 29 years and has accumulated a rich experience in the field of information systems development and complex solutions realization for mining and metallurgical industries. VIST Group is a leader in the deployment of mine fleet management systems in Russia, CIS, North Africa.

Basic lines of activity:

- Development and implementation of dispatch systems for transportation facilities
- KARIER Mine Fleet Management System
- Transport facilities condition sensors
- Load and fuel level control systems
- High precision system of operative monitoring and correction of the excavator’s work front
- Orlaco Vision Solutions
- Wheel-loader scales
- Tire pressure control system
- Industrial safety management system
- High Precision Drill Guidance (VG Drill)
- VG Railway
- Creation of a robotized mining areas

**SAFETY APPLIANCES**

JSC Plant “Ozone”, Russia

SRB is exclusive channel partner of Closed Joint Stock Company, the plant “Ozone” mine-rescue and fire-fighting equipment (JSC Plant “Ozone” SG & Software). Since
the establishment of the plant ZAO “Ozone” SG & Software has made the production of high-quality and marketable products. With over a unique experience of successful work in the field of production and sale of personal protective respiratory Plant CJSC “Ozone” SG & Software offers a line of isolating regenerative respirator. On the basis of the previously produced respirator P-30M factory has developed a series of new, modernized respirators which provide a high level of requirements for breathing comfort. The company has developed a new generation of self-rescuers-1R HSS, HSS-1PR, HSS and HSS-45P-30P upgraded basic specifications. Also it designed and implemented in the production of a series of breathing apparatus compressed oxygen.
COMPOSIT LLC, Russia
SRB is exclusively channel partner of COMPOSIT LLC, Russia. COMPOSIT specializes in research, design and manufacturing mechanical rubber goods since 1992. Main items produced by COMPOSIT are:
- Rubber pipeline systems Composit and components for hydro mechanized works;
- Rubber pipeline systems Composit and components for mining and processing plants;
- Technical plates and linings for different needs;
- Rubber compounds (rolled and calendared)
- Dredging Hoses for the Ports, transportation of Gravel, other minerals through the sea.
SRB is now successfully concluding the testing of these hoses in various steel plants, coal washery plants & dredging contractors at various ports of the country.

VENTPROM, Russia
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Artemovskij Machine-building plant "VENTPROM" which has a long and rich history—started in 1927 on the Ryazan land in the city of Scopin. In September of 1927 on the basis of small workshops was established “Skopinski” ore repair factory in “Moskvaugol” integrated works which manufactured mining equipment for coal extraction. At the beginning of the great patriotic war the plant was evacuated rather far off the front line to the Urals to the city of Artemovsk of Sverdlovsk Region. Artemovskij machine-building plant “VENTPROM”— one of the unique mining machinery manufacturers of the Urals, exclusive manufacturer of fans for mines, tunnels and underground electric railways (metros)
Ventprom Offers:
- Main Ventilation fans
- Local Ventilations
- Special ventilation
- Exhauster Fans
- Ductwork
- Tunnel fans
ValvTechnologies, USA
SRB is channel partner of Valv Technologies headquartered at Northwest Houston, Texas in Mining & Steel sectors of India.

With 30 years of business growth, ValvTechnologies has maintained a culture of innovation by continuously expanding its design, production, and technology capabilities. ValvTechnologies provides an unsurpassed level of reliability to customers in the fossil power, nuclear generation, mining and minerals, upstream oil and gas, downstream and chemical processing, petrochemical, hydrocarbon, pulp and paper, and various specialty industries.

ValvTechnologies is the global leader in the design and manufacturing of zero-leakage metal-seated ball valve solutions for severe service applications.

Valv offers:
- Slurry Valves
- Metal Seated Ball Valves
- Trunnion Ball Valves
- Coking Valves
- Parallel slide Gate Valves
- Control Valves
- Switch Valves
- Check Valves

GP Petroleums Limited, India
SRB is channel partner of GP Petroleums Limited (Formerly Sah Petroleums Limited) for the sales of Industrial lubricants to cater the increasing demand in Indian mining & steel sectors.

GP Petroleums Limited, an ISO 9001:2008 & EMS 14001:2004 certified company, specializes in designing, manufacturing and marketing, industrial & automotive lubricants, process oils, transformer oils, greases and other specialties under the brand name IPOL in India and internationally for more than three decades.
URALMASHPLANT
Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant, Russia
SRB is channel partner of Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant (Uralmashplant) located at Yekaterinburg, Russia. Uralmash plant is the leading heavy machine building company in Russia, manufacturing equipment for Metallurgy, Mining, Oil & gas industry etc. Equipments for sintering projects, pelletizing plants, Rolling Mills, Presses, Casters, Pipe Bending Machines. Uralmash Plant has a complete production cycle starting from engineering, steel making, welding, machining and assembly of departments. They are also in manufacturing of Stretchers used for stretching of pipe sections, panels and plates. The equipment of ring-rolling mill section is intended for manufacture of rings with rectangular and profile cross-section from ring billet during hot rolling.
They are leader in the design and manufacturing of cranes for nuclear power plant, metallurgy and other industries. The company speciality has always been engineering and testing of overhead cranes (overhead & gantry cranes), their construction elements, hoists (electric and hand hoists) including earthquake-proof dedicated cranes equipments for nuclear power plants and other like cranes for metallurgical production.
They also are supplying Hot screen Vibrators, Pellet and sinter cars, upper, side plates of car, Gear boxes etc.

SLAVYANSKY
Ukraine
SRB is Channel Partner of PSC «Slavyansky machine-building plant». It is one of the companies in the market of Commonwealth of Independent States which propose full range of competitive products in the field of mining, ore mining and processing, lifting equipment, machines and equipment for metallurgical, byproduct-coking industries, steelmaking and blast-furnace systems. PSC «Slavyansky machine-building plant», having high technical potential and powerful production base, provides start up and adjustment works of new equipment for different fields of industry. It allows to realize their products to Commonwealth of Independent States, and also to export it to Russia, Byelorussia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Georgia, Serbia and others. The product which they manufacture: Door removing machine, Coal loading machine, Coke pusher, Coke quenching car, Coke furnace door from the coke side, Rollers conveyors, Casting ladles, Valve lift mechanism, Scrap transport platform etc.
STEEL PLANTS

- Pellet Plant Equipments
  1. Induration Machine for Straight Grate
  2. Pellet Cars
  3. Charging Device
- Sinter Plant Equipment
  1. Balling Discs
  2. Drum Pelletizer & Mixer
  3. Ignition Furnace

- Coke Guide Car
- Coal Charging Machine
- Coke Pusher Car
- Coke Quenching Car
- Electrical Loco

- Blast Furnace Equipments
- Blast Furnace Stoves
- EAF, BOF, Vacuum Degassing
- Ladle Furnace of twin hearth type, Slag Cars, Ladle Cups & cars other major equipments in steel making
- Torpedo Ladle Cars

- CCM Machines, slab casters, bloom casters, billet casters
- Walking Heart Reheating furnaces

- Drum Crystallizer for processing the naphthalene gas into flakes
- Naphthalene press for production of briquette of 30kg and 50 Kg
- Centrifuge for operation of the pitch to extract solar oil

JSC “Tyazhstankogidropress “, Russia
SRB is Channel Partner of JSC “Tyazhstankogidropress “. They are one of the largest Russian manufacturers of heavy machine tools and hydraulic presses, as well as mine and other industrial equipment. Our company manufactures products in full compliance with the requirements of the market in terms of technology and applied in compliance with the terms of manufacturing.
Expansion of the range of machines and products, developed new trends in production and is constantly developing trade and economic relations with various regions of Russia, Europe and Asia. They supply filters, commando apparatus for Naphtha Press, Covers, Pumps, Directional valves, oil coolers etc for Baling Press.

Berdichev Machine Building Plant Plat “Progress”, Ukraine
SRB is Exclusive Channel Partner of one of the oldest enterprises of Ukraine with more than 130 years history, Berdichev Machine building plant “Progress”
They have efficient developments of filtration, drying, capacitance, and other process equipment for almost all branches of industry.
Been world recognized, products, manufactured by our plant are operated by different enterprises of different branches of industry in more than 35 countries of the world and acknowledged to be reliable, height efficient and high quality equipment.
Progress” has high capacity production-technological facilities and highly qualified scientific, engineering and technical staff. They are supplying Drum Crystallizer, Back filter Press and etc.

NKMZ-IPL (London)
SRB is channel partner of NKMZ-IPL (London), NKMZ, a leading enterprise of Metallurgical Engineering and the frontrunner in the production of Forged Rolls for both Hot Rolling Mill and Cold Rolling Mill. They are also one of the largest producers of presses up to capacity of 75,000 Tons. Pneumatic hammers of upto 25 tons.
VUKHIN, Russia
SRB is channel partner of Open Joint Stock Company “Eastern Research Institute of Coal Chemistry” (JSC “VUHIN”). They have specialized science, technology, engineering and design firm with over 75 years experience in the coking making and related industry. VUKHIN Institute designed and built all the coke plants in Russia, as well as a number of enterprises in CIS countries (Kazakhstan, individual objects in Ukraine) and abroad (India, Iran, etc.).

METPROM
Russia
SRB is channel partner of Group of companies “MetProm” - one of the largest engineering companies of metallurgical sector of Russia, founded in 1992 and rapidly developing areas of the implementation of projects on a “turn-key”, starting with consulting and pre-project studies up to the start-up of facilities. Depending on the stage of implementation, in which they enter into the project, the company provides the following services: comprehensive execution of projects on a “turn-key”; technical consulting; pre-design (justification of investments, the main technical solutions, feasibility study); Technical Customer Services; engineering survey; design and working documentation; the passage of examination of project documentation; Supply of main and auxiliary equipment; construction and installation works; author’s supervision; building control; installation supervision and commissioning of the facility. Engineering company «MetProm» offers to their clients: high-purity metal, including production of DRI/HBI with use of various methods and iron in blast furnaces; steel – in EAF and induction furnaces and in BOF; Rolled product - long/rails, flat, with coating inclusive, pipes and hardware.
STEEL PLANTS

Sintering
- Pioneer in Sinter Machine and Equipments
- Sinter machines with 18 to 600 m² grate area

Beneficiation
- Technology provider for setting up Beneficiation Plant

Pelletisation
- Technology provider and Equipment manufacturer of Straight Grate Induration Machine
- Induration machines with 108 to 700 m² grate area.

- Design, Engineering and Supervision of recovery type Coke Oven Battery (COB) up to 7 m tall, By product Plant (BOD) and (MBC)
- Rebuilding of Coke oven Battery

- Hot Rolling Mill (HRM) & Equipments
  - Continuous Billet Mills
  - Heavy Section Mills
  - Universal Beam Mills
- Cold Rolling Mill (CRM) & Equipments
  - Reversing, Tandem, Single and double stand skin pass/ temper mills
  - Strip Processing Lines (Continuous pickling lines, hot dip galvanizing lines, continuous Annealing Lines)
- Rebar & Merchant Mill

- Detail Design & New Construction & Revamping of blast furnace upto capacity of 4300 m³
- Design and Engineering for Pulverized Coal Injection System
- Supplier of technological unit, cast house, gas cleaning system
- Detailing Process Design for Stoves
- 30 000 t of steel structures
- 30 000 m³ of concrete works

URALMASHPLANT

Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant, Russia
SRB is channel partner of Uralmash, a main process designer of Pellet Plant & Equipment Detail design and process of Sintering equipment.

Advantages of Uralmash Process Design
- Efficient gas-air flow circuit – maximum use of the process gases by means of their circulation over the process zones
- Double-layer charging of green pellets in the straight grate induration machine with their subsequent drying in layers – increase pellet quality
- Direct run of high-temperature coolant from cooling zones to roasting zones – reduction of electric power consumption

Application of injector torches:
- A possibility of using oxidizing agent for hot air combustion reduction of fuel consumption
- Saling of increased tightness – reduction of electric power consumption
- Drawing of gases via sealing of wind boxes for aspiration of gases blown out through the sealing of delivery chamber – reduction of electric power consumption for aspiration

CTS Makina, Turkey
SRB is channel partner of CTS Makina, an Industrial Heavy Machinery and Equipment manufacturing facility in order to serve for iron and steel sector with more than 30 years of experience. CTS Makina has reached the position and had the right to say by using resources effectively, as well as Turkish engineering and well-skilled labour power for Projects of Rebar Mill & Merchant Mill. CTS supports clients in projects in the field of Iron & Steel Industry, Cement Industry, Power Plant, Automatic Industry, Material Handling System and Cranes. The company is richly equipped with a heavy machining plate processing, welding and handling facilities especially is organized in manufacturing machinery for the Iron and Steel and Power Plant.
SRB is Exclusive Channel Partner Company BOSIO Ltd was founded in 1990. Actually this company started with production of small furnaces for thermal treatments in 1988. In last few years they started to develop also pit/split furnaces. This was their ticket to heavy forgings market. BOSIO is one of the leading manufacturers which work with thermal processing of materials. The brand BOSIO guarantees quality, perfection in their work, cooperation, flexibility, advanced technology and a ready-to-use perfected product. Bosio manufactures: Resistance heated chamber furnace, Chamber bogie hearth furnaces, Ventilation pit furnaces, Tunnel furnaces, Belt furnaces with protective atmosphere etc. SRB has recently supplied 3 furnace of 30 T, 60 T & 90 T capacity to Midani.

JSC Ruspolymet Russia
SRB is channel partner of JSC Ruspolymet which has Modern high-tech full-cycle plant in the production forgings and ring blanks for aircraft and rocket production, maritime transport, energy and general engineering, oil and gas industry. They are renowned for supplying Ring workpieces for Aero engines, Parts for steam, gas and hydraulic turbines (rotors, stators and case parts), Transmission elements, Support-rotating devices, Lock valves &Piping parts (oil & gas).

TYAZHPRESSMASH Russia
SRB is channel partner of Joint-stock Company “Tyazhpressmash”, well-known in Russia, in the CIS countries and abroad for its many-years experience in building forging equipment and presses for a large variety of applications. Since 1995 “Tyazhpressmash” is also a supplier of equipment for the biggest Russian oil producing companies and Gasprom. We provide our customers with a full scope of advisory service, maintenance and technical assistance they need to the whole range of machines supplied from Tyazhpressmash facilities.
OMZ-Special Steels LLC, Russia, SRB is channel partner of Russian largest manufacturer of metallurgical forgings for various industries. OMZ-Special Steels is incorporated in the OMZ Group, United Heavy Machinery Joint Stock Company (Uralmash-Izhora Group) – one of the leading heavy engineering companies, specializing in engineering, production, sales and servicing of equipment for nuclear, petrochemical, oil and gas, and mining industries. Manufacturing sites of OMZ are located in Russia and Czechia. The OMZ Group is controlled by Gazprombank (Joint Stock Company).

OMZ-Special Steels specializes in production of metallurgical semi-finished products of steel grades with special properties. The Company products – of different steel grades of own production (from conventional carbon steel grades to stainless steel grades of special destination) – are: steel forgings (weighing up to 260 tons); hot-rolled plates (with thickness up to 450 mm); casting steels from 150 kg to 170 t with maximum dimensions of 4000 mm in height, 6300 mm in width and 12 000 mm in length.

TMP is a well-known manufacturer of Heavy mechanical and special hydraulic presses. The plant is located in ancient Voronezh. Currently TMP is the biggest manufacturing plant in Russia that designs, manufactures, and supplies equipment for forge and sheet stamping works and maintenance facilities.

Our technological and productive capability is confirmed by the fact that eight out of seventeen unique crank hot forging presses with greater than 10 000 t capacity made all over the world have the trade mark of TMP». The design is constantly improved, and new generation presses always meet the high level of customer requirements for technology and equipment.
SRB is channel partner of KNUTH Machine Tools, a worldwide leading supplier of machine tools and accessories. The company was founded in 1923 in the German town of Königsberg. Today KNUTH employs over 400 people in more than 40 countries to ensure reliable presence in all growth markets worldwide. The great success of our business is based on highest quality standards, technology innovations, decades of experience and unsurpassed price/performance ratios. They are pioneer manufacturer of high accuracies drilling, grinding, turning and Milling Machines. KNUTH dense network of German and international branches and dealer locations ensures worldwide accessibility for customers at a local level, market-covering presence, expert consultation and prompt service. Over 120,000 worldwide customers rely on KNUTH - from small workshops to large industrial corporations.

SRB is channel partner of WMW Machinery Company. Today WMW Machinery Company is known for becoming one of the most reliable manufacturers of machine tools, known worldwide. They are specializes in Horizontal Boring and milling machine, Bridge type milling machine, Roll Grinding Machine etc.

SRB is channel partner of YG Tech Co., Ltd., a professional hobbing machine manufacturer that has exclusively specialized in gear hobbing machine production since 1963. They have supplied approximately 2000 pieces of gear hobbing machine to prominent companies based on foreign or domestic area.
SRB is channel partner of the holding company led by OAO “MZOR” - managing company “Belstankoinstrument” which includes 16 enterprises of the Ministry of Industry of the Republic of Belarus - manufacturers of machine-tool industry with a total of about 9 600 people. They have a century of experience in the machine tool industry, are reliable partners for the production of machine tools, offering quality and unconditional fulfillment of contractual obligations. At present, long-term partnerships associated enterprises of the holding “Belstankoinstrument” are with companies in Russia, Bulgaria, Romania, China, India, Pakistan, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other countries.)

The enterprise also performs the following activities:
• Repair and modernization of machine tools, not only of its production,
• Production of large hull and basic details
• Machining of parts, including three-dimensional curved profiles
• Plating and heat treatment of gray iron castings weighing from 10kg to 6t.

SRB is channel partner of POREBA MACHINE TOOL Ltd. which is a manufacturer of medium and heavy machine tools. Manufacturing lathes for metal machining i.e.: centre lathes, chuck lathes and specialized for max. weight of workpiece up to 100,000 kg and turning dia. to 4200 mm, drilling machines.

SRB is channel partner of Vitebsk MachineTool plant “VISTAN” which is one of the leading enterprises of manufacturing of centering and centerless grinding machines, gear working, CNC machining centers etc. The factory’s history takes its origin from an army workshop founded late in 1914.
SRB is exclusive channel partner of JSC Kalugaputmash, Russia - one of the oldest and leading engineering company and is supplier and service provider of Railway Track Machines & Equipment.

JSC Kalugaputmash specializes in the production of:
- Track machines used in construction, maintenance and operation of railways i.e.
  - Work Site Tamping Machine
  - Ballast Regulating Machine
  - Track rail welding Machine
- Diesel Locomotive for shunting
- Torque converters for powertrains rig capacity 295-883 kW (400-1200 hp);
- Hydraulic couplings and drive capacity 37-515 kW technological equipment (50-700 hp).

SRB is channel partner of JSC “Sinara-Transport Machines, a holding company of Sinara Group. STM is a renowned supplier of Electric and Diesel Locomotives.

Sinara Transport Machines have expertise in:
- Freight Locomotives - AC and DC
- Diesel Locomotives
- Electric Locomotives
- LNG Locomotives
- Light Rail - Urban Transport solutions
- Diesel Engines & Generators

SRB is channel partner of JSC RPC Infotrans which produces computerized cars for contact network testing, on-board systems of contact network controlling for motorailers of ARV class, dynamometrical and brake-testing cars, track-measuring automotive motorailers, trainer-cars, labour protection cars and ecology cars-laboratories, carriages for wavy deterioration indication of rails, resource-saving technologies for track facilities of railroads for all railways of Russia and the CIS countries.

Products:
- Measurement and Recording Instrumentation (MRI)
- Track Geometry Measurement System (TGMS)
- OHE Inspection Cars
- DC/AC Converters/Inverters
SRB is channel partner of JSC “Kuzlitmash” a leading Belarus machine tool building enterprise. It is well known in the CIS countries as a manufacturer of press-forging and foundry equipment.

JSC Kuzlitmash Products range is:

**Press-forging equipment:**
- Sheet Bending Presses
- Coining Presses
- Presses for cold extrusion of metal parts
- Sheet Stamping Presses and Trimming Presses
- Shears for cutting sheet and rolled products
- Tube Bending machines
- Cross-wedge rolling complexes lines for production of steel and knurled mesh.

**Foundry equipment:**
- Automated moulding lines
- Forming machines,
- Equipment for fettling
- Foundry products and preparation of molding sand.
- Hydraulic Wheel Press

### Ultrasonic Flaw Detection System (USFD)

SRB International Pvt. Ltd. has long term vision for providing innovative solutions for Railways in area of safety. SRB has tie-up with leading manufacturer of Ultrasonic Flaw Detection System (USFD) system.

SRB International is engaged in the development and production of Non-Destructive testing equipment for rails and other railway transport facilities. The latest technologies, techniques, technical solutions developed by the SRB in collaboration with its Technical Associate and Channel Partners is available to ensure the safety of train traffic in the railways.

SRB has world class Non Destructive Technology imported from Land of its Invention-Russia.

**Products:**
- Single Rail Ultrasonic Rail Testing Trolley
- Double Rail Ultrasonic Rail Testing Trolley
- Self Propelled Ultrasonic Rail Testing Car (SPURT)
- USFD Diagnostic Systems & Transducers
MTZ TRANSMASH, Russia

SRB is channel partner of JSC MTZ TRANSMASH for sales of their products in various metro projects of the country, a company, occupying a market leading position in creating, production and supplying high-performance brake systems to ensure safety of railway rolling stock and the underground. Scientific achievements and the latest manufacturing technologies are united by general aim – to perfect the brake system.

High quality always and everywhere – starting with individual devices, ending with the whole brake system of railway and subway trains. Reliability of operation all the brake equipment is passenger calmness in any corner of the country, on any station and at any railway stretch. For nearly 90 years, the reliability of the brake equipment has been provided by scientific researches and perfection of the technological processes. Quality and safety of all MTZ TRANSMASH devices is a guarantee of safety railway traffic.

JSC MTZ TRANSMASH is the oldest machine building enterprise in Russia. MTZ TRANSMASH Open Joint Stock Company create and produce brake systems for all types of goods wagons and carriages, locomotives and engines, railcar rolling stocks, speed and high-speed trains and Metro rolling stocks.

KIZILIRMAK DOKUM, Turkey

SRB is channel partner of Kizilirmak Dokum which is one of the leading steel casting, modular cast iron and gray cast iron plants in Turkey. It has foresighted management, experienced & dynamic team and continuously renewing technology. It has brought the technological development to its works and increased its quality and capacity. The company adopted the principle of producing the best quality goods, fulfilling the commitments in time and enjoys meeting the domestic and international demands on various applications of railways and other industries.

**Product Range:**
- Axle Mounted Brake Disc
- Motor Main Armn
- Buatagres Rear Cover
- Beam Box
- Axle Box
- Brake Plate
- Spring Carrier and Axle Box
VENTPROM, Russia
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Artemovskij Machine-building plant “VENTPROM” which has a long and rich history-started in 1927 on the Ryazan land in the city of Scopin. In September of 1927 on the basis of small workshops was established “Skopinski” ore repair factory inf “Moskvaugol” integrated works” which manufactured mining equipment for coal extraction. At the beginning of the great patriotic war the plant was evacuated rather far off the front line to the Urals to the city of Artemovski of Sverdlovsk Region. Artemovski machine-building plant “VENTPROM”– one of the unique mining machinery manufacturers of the Urals, exclusive manufacturer of fans for mines, tunnels and underground electric railways (metros)
Ventprom Offers:
• Main Ventilation fans
• Local Ventilations
• Special ventilation
• Exhauster Fans
• Ductwork
• Tunnel fans

SRB is channel partner of “Techvagonmash” LLC, Ukraine, a leader in equipment for railway transport manufacturing process. Working on development and production of special-purpose process equipment, automatic welding equipment, utility vehicles, paint booths, shot blasting and shot peening equipment.

Their Products range is:
• Shot Casting equipment
• Shot Blasting equipment
• Industrial paint booths
• Carriage Engineering Equipment
• Equipment for manufacture ofTraction Rolling Stock
• Equipment for wagon repairs
• Equipment for tank containers and railway tank vessels manufacture
• Equipment for the production of commercial vehicles
• Automated drilling centers
SRB is exclusive channel partner of IOGT. The company focuses on improving the efficiency of development, adoption, and application of innovative technologies in the field of equipment, technologies, and techniques for assessment of hydrocarbon saturation reservoirs in a variety of geological and technical conditions, the state of the metal and cement well lining, integrated technologies for separation, opening, development of oil and gas reservoirs in the course of additional exploration of fields and other tasks related to the production, transportation, and storage of hydrocarbons. Key Benefits with IOGT:

- The possibility to carry out operations in a non-killed well (without decommissioning) in the event of a multistring well design (tubing, production, and intermediate casing strings);
- The possibility to carry out operations irrespective of properties of borehole fluids (gas, oil, water, or any combinations thereof) under pressure (without special well conditioning, when operating through lubricator).

Kappa G.I. offers a full evaluation for the whole Vapor Collection System: VRU process selection, engineering & design, Supply of main components as booster fans, high/low pressure safety valves, detonation arresters, and flame arresters.

- One Stage Unit Adsorption + Adsorption
- One Stage Unit Adsorption + Condensation
- Two Stages Unit Condensation + Adsorption

JLA is a Dutch Original Equipment Manufacturer and a one stop solution provider for Loading Equipment. JLA develops State-of-the-art innovations, based on proven technologies for the Marine Loading Arms.
SRB is exclusive channel partner of Joint Stock Company “Korvet” which was founded in 1964, a manufacturer of Oilfield Equipment and Spares. The company has wide experience in manufacturing and supplying to prominent Exploration and Production companies worldwide.

The below items are manufactured by Korvet at its facilities:

**WELL HEAD EQUIPMENT**
- Casing Heads
- Blow Out Preventer
- Casing Hangers

**MANIFOLDS**
- Tubing Head
- Modular Gas Manifolds
- X-Mas Trees
- Choke Manifolds
- Valves

JSC “URALHIMMASH” URAL PLANT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Russia

SRB is channel partner of URALHIMMASH, a leader among Russian manufacturers that make equipment for gas and petroleum processing, chemical, petrochemical, and other sectors of industry. Product line includes separator, spherical tanks, reactors, columns, heat exchangers, storage tanks, tank-containers to carry liquefied hydrocarbon gases, electrolyzers, vacuum filters and rotary drum devices.

Equipment made by the plant is used by businesses based in more than 30 nations worldwide: in Europe, Asia, South and North America, and Africa.

Cryogenmash is the largest Russian operator in air separation technology and appropriate equipment production, development of comprehensive solutions for casing-head gas, natural gas processing and LNG as well as industrial gases supplier. The company is a member of the OMZ Group.
**DESIGN & ENGINEERING**

Our team expertise's in Designing, Detailing, Prototyping, mathematical modelling, process engineering, instrumentation, control engineering, data acquisition, etc.

- Basic engineering and Detail engineering of Insulation Material & Refractory concrete materials, with heat calculations.
- To analyze and provide Chimney Civil Load data, manufacturing drawings of Chimney with all joints and flanges. Steel as well as Pre-Fabricated.
- Basic Engineering /load data for Electric Motors & Gear Boxes/ reducers, ID, Combustion & Recuperator fans.

**PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY**

Our Project team is well adepted with procurement of Compressors, Electric Motors and Drives, Cables, Fans, refractories, Insulations, Pneumatic and Hydraulic Cylinders, PLC Panels and many more on Principle demand at exclusive rates & quality.

**REHAB/MODERNIZATION**

We have diversified our activities in Mining, Metallurgical, Oil & Gas Industries and have expertise for executing refurbishment projects on Turnkey Basis.

- Rehab and refurbishment of different capacities Draglines, Shovels & Drills including supply of Assemblies and sub-assemblies.
- Complete replacement, erection, testing and commissioning of stayed girder of articulated Boom of Draglines.
- Erection Testing & Commissioning Of Heat Treatment Furnaces
- Supervision during Erection of Primary, Cone & Gyroratory crushers

**ERECTION SERVICES**

- Our Team is well adepted about the execution of erection jobs like erection of heavy earth moving mining equipment, furnace for steel plant & various turnkey jobs in Mining, Metallurgy, Railways, Oil & Gas etc.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT & CONSULTANCY**

To perform the Pre Dispatch Inspection on the manufacturers site as per Customer QAP

Organizing all documentation of foreign principal for smooth LC Opening/ Payment release

Onsite Translators & Experts for assisting the principals

Customs & Port Clearance for the foreign part of scope of supply.

Equipped Storage & handling facilities at site, including insurance of all the manufactured goods of the projects.
OUR PRINCIPAL’S
OUR CLIENT’S

Western Coalfields Limited
A Miniratna Company
A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited

Central Coalfields Limited
A Government of India Undertaking
A Navratna Company

Eastern Coalfields Limited
(A subsidiary of Coal India Limited)

Jindal
STEEL & POWER

cmrdi

MCL
Years of Mining Excellence

ESSAR

Bharat coking coal Ltd.
Coal India

TRF
A Tata Enterprise

SAIL

Vizag STEEL
Pride of Steel
A Navratna Company

SECL
South Eastern Coalfields Ltd.

Shaping the nation with pride and passion